KLUDI FIZZ

Elegance and energy of the fan array

KLUDI FIZZ
Elegance and energy
of the fan array
Unique and with a gentle stream of
water: the array design of KLUDI FIZZ
showers. The unusual design generates
a jet of water that retains its energy.
The combination of chrome with a
brilliant white shower-head base sets
a strong, new trend in design: fresh,
clean, crisp.

6757805-00
head shower DN 15

KLUDI FIZZ

Individually adjustable
overhead showers
Something to look forward to every day: the KLUDI FIZZ dual- and triplehead showers combine their striking design with a marvellously intense
rainshower. The individual showers can each be adjusted. So every one can
enjoy their own personalised shower with KLUDI FIZZ.
The dual-head shower adjusts perfectly to the form of the body. Both showers can be directed in a linear arrangement or in opposite directions. With
the triple-head shower too, the position of each of the three showers can be
moved so that the jets of water can be adjusted individually.
The angle of the dual- and triple-head shower can be adjusted individually
too using an additional ball joint.

6757505-00
head shower DN 15
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Dual-head shower
Both showers in the dual-head shower can be
adjusted in a linear arrangement or in opposite
directions.

Triple-head shower
With the triple-head shower, the position of each
of the three showers can be moved and adjusted
individually.
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KLUDI FIZZ

The perfect shower with a
full and gentle jet of water
The unique handset with the fan array can be adjusted with a choice of three
types of jet. It is child’s play to switch between the volume jet, booster and
smooth line thanks to the effortless adjustment. The adjustment has been
positioned ideally in terms of ergonomics.
After each shower, the residual water will drain off reliably from the
KLUDI FIZZ hand shower. That results in greater hygiene for showers and
prevents annoying dripping.
The KLUDI FIZZ hand shower with three different modes of adjustment won
the Plus X Award for its exceptional design and high degree of functionality
and was simultaneously chosen as the best product for 2012.

6770005-00
hand shower DN 15
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
quick and easy cleaning system
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Volume jet
The volume jet with 75 nozzles is
uniformly wide and soft.

Booster
The booster centres the jet in the
middle of the shower head, creating
an invigorating and massaging stream
of water.

Smooth Line
The Smooth Line stream aligns the
wide yet gentle jets of water in one
row, thus generating a consistent,
parallel flow of individual jets.

KLUDI showering hygiene
After each shower, the residual water
will drain from the KLUDI FIZZ handset. That results in greater hygiene
for showers and prevents annoying
dripping.
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KLUDI FIZZ
6758005-00
head shower DN 15

The handset as an
overhead shower
KLUDI FIZZ represents the new model overhead shower: simply twist the
handset into the overhead shower holder. The unique concealed mounting is
practical and versatile. The handset is easy to exchange when needed.
Both the single handset and the version with three types of jet can be fitted
into the overhead shower holder. The shower can be directed using the ball
joint – up to an angle of 36°.
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KLUDI FIZZ
6709505-00
THERMOSTATIC DUAL
SHOWER SYSTEM
with three shower cartidge
1S hand shower
with quick and easy
cleaning system
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KLUDI FIZZ
shower

New

6760005-00
1S hand shower
with quick and easy cleaning system

6770005-00
3S hand shower DN 15
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
quick and easy cleaning system

6765005-00
1S bathtub set

6775005-00
3S bathtub set
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
quick and easy cleaning system

6708305-00
side shower DN 15

6757505-00
head shower DN 15
with two shower cartridges
headshower with normal spray
(volume)

6757805-00
head shower DN 15
with three shower cartidge
headshower with normal spray
(volume)

6757005-00
head shower DN 15
wall fastening
with adjustable ball joint inclination
angle of 36°

6758005-00
head shower DN 15
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
with adjustable ball joint inclination
angle of 36°

6756005-00
swiveling head shower holder DN 15

6764005-00
1S shower set
L = 900 mm
6774005-00
3S shower set
L = 900 mm*

6762005-00
wall rail
L = 900 mm
with floating slider and
Suparaflex-hose

New

6709505-00
THERMOSTATIC DUAL SHOWER
SYSTEM DN 15
with three shower cartidge
1S hand shower with quick and easy
cleaning system
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6709605-00
THERMOSTAT DUAL SHOWER
SYSTEM DN 15
with three shower cartidge
with 3S hand shower

New

6709105-00
DUAL SHOWER SYSTEM DN 15
with two shower cartridges
with 3S hand shower
6709305-00
DUAL SHOWER SYSTEM DN 15:
with three shower cartidge
with 3S hand shower*

HotStop

Showering hygiene *No illustration

6770005-00
hand shower DN 15
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
quick and easy cleaning system
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